
                                                     

 President’s Report 

From time to time, someone asks whether new members, wishing to join a                     
Group which has a waiting-list, should be given priority over its existing members.  
We have not adopted this practice and in our U3A, it is ‘first come, first served’. 
It is not the case that long term members have learnt all they could learn. We  
believe that learning is a continuous experience and even after ten years of  
attending a Group (yoga for example) there is still more to learn. One benefit 
which comes from long attendance is that someone may gain enough experience 
and confidence to start a new similar group, which alleviates a waiting-list. Another 
benefit is that they can take over from a retiring Group Leader. Both have occurred 
with Yoga, Writing, Mah Jong, Tai Chi, Cards and Book Groups, to name a few. 
When I relinquished the leadership of my Writing Group after fifteen years, I was 
thrilled to leave it in the good hands of one of the members. Making strong friend-
ships is another benefit. I still meet up once a month with the writing friend I made 
through all those years. 
 
As Jeni Harvie, our Publicity Officer, has pointed out in recent articles in our local  
papers, an active social life is vital for good health and well-being. Sharing our  
knowledge and experiences is a wonderful way of becoming integrated with a  
community and finding friends with common interests. Jeni’s article about our 
member, Florence Linegar, illustrates an example of how U3A is not just about  
learning together, it’s about having somewhere to go each day or each week and 
about keeping one’s body, mind and spirit alive. Is Florence at 94 our most senior 
member, I wonder? 
 
Public speaking is not my most favourite thing, but it is part of the job, so I          
accepted an invitation to talk about U3A to the good ladies at the View Club. Val 
Sparrow, (our Website Manager/ Newsletter Editor) accompanied me and showed 
a video of our activities. Actually, it’s not a hardship to stand up and speak about 
something as positive and worthwhile as U3A. We need to spread the word to 
recruit more Group Leaders and activities, so that no-one is on a waiting-list. 

 

Rachel Hawken  
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U3A 

We welcomed Graham La Motte,  
Regional Representative, Far North Coast, 
U3A Network NSW and his wife Christine 
to the July Committee Meeting and heard 
about new resources available  from the 
Network that can help us in running our 
own U3A. 



       

 FIRST FRIDAY FORUM  AUGUST    A Concert by our own Choir 

 

 

 

       

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

              As usual our Choir presented us with a fabulous concert. The “Songs From Musicals”  theme was a real  
              spectacular.  They must have worked very hard to give us such a polished performance. Terry and the  
              Ukeleles  were as entertaining as always whilst  giving the singers a break. The Monday painting group  
              displayed some of their work and the scrumptious afternoon tea was served to 130 guests 
 
       FIRST FRIDAY FORUM  SEPTEMBER  Jim presented A  Brief History of Perfume 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
      What a fascinating talk we had from Jim about perfume. From the early Egyptians to the French Fashion  
       Houses to the present day. We heard how early perfume was simply herbs and plants such as  Rosemary  
       & Thyme blended in alcohol and how Coco Chanel launched Chanel No 5. Fashion Houses today continue  
       to launch their own perfumes . 
 

       COFFEE DEAL– Swipe your Cudgen Leagues Club card at the Bistro and receive 1 large mug size coffee  
                          for the cost of a small, that is $1 off. 
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Please save your Group Leader embarrassment by wearing your badge so that he/she knows 
that you have renewed your subs and so that other members will know your name.  It is a 
condition of attending any of our groups that you wear / display  your membership badge 
and have Emergency Contact Details written on the back. 
 Your Membership Officer Pam will replace lost badges. 

Coco Chanel                                                                  Chanel No. 5 



NEWS FROM OUR GROUPS 

TAI CHI 

Last week we sadly farewelled Bob Ivett for now. Bob is 
taking timeout  to look after his 
health but he has appointed good 
teachers to carry on.  His group 
recently celebrated his  birthday  
with him. We wish Bob all the very 
best  and we thank him for his  
enthusiasm, patience and his loving 
heart that he brought to his groups and to all of us that met him. 

 

    CURRENT Affairs-Discussion   
                  David presides over a round table friendly chat with 8-12 people discussing topics, trying to find 
                solutions to the world’s troubles.  A friendly chat of concerned people without a heated word,  
                just getting things off our chests and hearing others’ points of view. Politics, Climate Change,  
                Economy, Media, etc. are all in a morning’s discussion    
                Please bring your active mind and calm nature to the group  –”we have lots of laughs too.”       
                    

   DIGITAL PHOTOGRAPHY/TECHNOLOGY 
                This year  the group is focussing more on photographic theory and do’s and don'ts. The group is also    
    encouraged to bring in their own photos for display and discussion to help them to understand what    
    looks good and why.  They use a simple, effective and free photo editing program to enhance their  
                photos; the program also assists with creation of photographic projects and gifts like posters, books etc.    
  
              CRYPTIC CROSSWORDS 
              Cryptic Crosswords has started off with giant steps this term.  First and foremost, we’ve learned that   
   Cryptic Codes can be deciphered, so no more mysteries for us.  From  anagrams , palindromes to   
                spoonerisms  we are mastering  them all, and having  fun learning . I’d like  
    to share  this quote from “Cracking the Code of Cryptic Crosswords: 
 
               “Mental stimulation is as important as physical stimulation.     
    Crosswords have been shown to stimulate the brain, relieve   
    stress, increase mental sharpness and improve concentration.” 
 
                Come one and all from beginners to Maestros to share our enlightening 
     experiences next term.                         
                   Dawn CLUE :- Catch Parent Out   ANSWER:- On the back page 
 
 

          COLOUR STYLE & IMAGE. 
             A one day only class will be  held on Friday 12th October.    This is free to members.  
             For Non Members it  will be $25 which will also entitle them to attend other groups, 
             subject to numbers, up until the end of December this year. [ a six month joining fee]  
             Phone Lorraine  on 0457 936 202 to book. 
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Please note  :   U3A Tweed Coast Inc. does not endorse health advice given at any of 
our events or groups that you may attend. 
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       A chat with our member Florence Linegar 

 

At 94 years young, Florence Linegar is an inspiration to us all. 

Although she can’t skip down the street as she once could,  

her mental agility is extraordinary.  

Her secret to this nimbleness? Staying engaged. “You have to 
get out there and be involved,” says Florence who lives  

independently in her Kingscliff unit opposite the beach. 

“No-one is going to come to get you, you have to go out and find people and join in activities.” 

“When I came to Kingscliff with my husband Lawrie 20 years ago I didn’t know anyone. First I 
went to the Uniting Church and then I joined the Country Women’s Association.” 

“I have made some wonderful friends, it’s a wonderful community.” 

When Lawrie died five years ago, Florence redoubled her efforts to be part of the community,  

joining the University of the Third Age (U3A) Tweed Coast, Probus and the exercise group 
Easy Tone.  

“When Lawrie passed – we had been married for 67 years - I had two choices: sit in a corner 
and be sad or get out and meet more people. I chose the latter.” 

Florence was born and raised in Victoria but with the onset of World War II she joined the air 
force as a WAAF. 

It was when she was sent to Townsville – “My mother thought I was being shot to the moon” – 
there she met her husband Lawrie, an air force officer. 

After the war, they moved to Sydney to work and to start a family. A daughter Gail and a son 
Ross were soon on the scene.  

When Florence and Lawrie finally retired in the late 1990s they settled at Kingscliff after their 
first choice, Burleigh Heads, proved too expensive.  

“Kingscliff is a gorgeous part of the world with the sea and the views and, most importantly, 
the wonderful people,” Florence says.  

“I do keep busy. I go on Probus  trips, I go to Book Chat and Current Affairs with U3A Tweed 
Coast– I don’t have a lot to say but I listen and put my two pennies’ worth in – I do my  

 exercises and am still active with the CWA and the Church.” 

“It’s so important to stay physically and mentally active.  

 Sometimes I just want to stay in bed but I always get up,  

 get dressed and go out.”  

 “I don’t think of myself as 94. I am just so thankful I am 

  well and have so many wonderful friends.” 

 

          By Jeni Harvie 

What is your hobby or passion? Why not share it with others ? Maybe Chess or Backgammon, 

Drama/Acting. Have a chat to our Group Coordinators Rachel  02 6674 4592 or Jude 0427 145 203.     
   Our members love to learn news things 
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           THE SECRET TO LIVING LONGER 
         Be social and enjoy a long and happy life. 

         By Jeni Harvie 

 
        That is the message coming from University of Queensland  
        researchers: have an active social life with lots of  
         community engagement and you will live longer “People  
         can stop smoking, drink less alcohol, have  a healthy diet and get physical but the most important  
         thing they can do to live longer is become socially integrated,” said Alex Haslam, Professor of Social  
          and Organizational Psychology at UQ. “We have evolved to live in social groups so it is vital we  
         receive this social support for good health and wellbeing.” and one of most important ways of  
         making those critical social connections is by joining a community group. 
         “Psychologically, community groups furnish a sense of belonging, a sense of self, it’s not just I and  
          me, it’s also we and us,” Professor Haslam said. “That sense of community builds resilience,  
          happiness, purpose and meaning; it’s the most important thing for a long life.” 
 
          The University of the Third Age (U3A) is one such community group that promotes social  
          interactions between older folk who simply want to share their skills and pursue lifelong learning.  
         “It’s a wonderful way for people get together, to learn and share their knowledge,” says  
          Rachel Hawken, president of U3A Tweed Coast. “It gives people a reason to get up in the morning,  
          somewhere to go. It’s good for self esteem and confidence and this feeds into their physical and  
          mental wellbeing.” 
          Rachel knows only too well how difficult social isolation can be. “We arrived in Kingscliff 18 years  
          ago from New Zealand without knowing anyone. I am a librarian and knew all about the importance  
          of community engagement so joined U3A”. 
         “Someone suggested I start a Life Writing course because of my background. I began with three 
          people in the group, now we have four Life Writing groups at U3A Tweed Coast   “I rarely go out  
          now without bumping into another U3A member; it’s just a big friendly community.” 
             Professor Haslam has the final word:  “When you retire,  
             don’t worry about the money, use it to service your social life. 
             Be a member of lots of groups - it’s called social identity capital  
             and research has shown you will live longer when you invest  
              in that capital.”  
 

If you change your mailing address /email address / phone number etc. could you PLEASE 

                   advise us as soon as   possible to    u3atcnewsletter2@gmail.com          Thank you                             

SO the moral of 
the story is, join 
lots of groups. You 
have 40 to choose 
from. 

 



 

                          
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

  

 

 

       
 
      FUTURE FRIDAY FORUMS.    2.00 p.m.— KINGSCLIFF UNITING      
                                           CHURCH HALL  24A KINGSCLIFF ST.   

No Forum In October : School Holidays 
—OO00OO— 

Friday 2nd NOVEMBER 

Our speaker will talk all about the Government’s “My Health Record” 
This is important because the “Cut off Date” to “Opt Out” is 15th November. 

   

                  CHRISTMAS IS COMING 

           

          MARK YOUR CALENDAR FRIDAY 7TH DECEMBER 

      OUR ANNUAL U3A TWEED COAST CHRISTMAS PARTY    
          SPECTACULAR 

For those of us who do not and cannot comprehend why Facebook exists: 

 
I am trying to make friends outside of Facebook whilst applying the same 
 principles. So, every day I walk down the street and tell passers by what I have 
eaten, how I am feeling, what I did the night before and what I will do later and 
with whom. I show them pictures of my family, my dog and of me gardening, 
baking a cake, putting on my makeup.  I show my travel pics of me standing in 
front of landmarks when on holiday, driving around town, having lunch, the food 
on my plate and the design on top of my cup of coffee. 
I  listen to their news, give them the “thumbs up” and tell them I “Like” them. 
 
It works just like Facebook. I already have 4 people “Following” me. 2 police 
 officers, a private investigator and a psychiatrist. 
 

Cryptic Crossword Answer:- ENTRAP 


